Poster Sessions analysis is used for it purpose. Therefore the elemental electrolyte composition are determined from phase concentrations. There are some analytical problems of XRD analysis. A mineralogical content a sample of cooling electrolyte may include until ten phases. Phase content depends on CR, elemental content and cooling speed. High speed of cooling induces that some Ca-contained phases are half-amorphous and some Li-contained An inductively heated PVT growth furnace was built for the growth of SiC crystals by the modified Lely method. Crystals of 2 inch diameter can be grown.The furnace is designed for in situ diffraction experiments and absorption contrast imaging with high-energy x-rays (50keV and higher) during crystal growth. With this furnace placed in the beam of a laboratory high-energy x-ray tungsten anode, the growth process can be monitored by x-ray diffraction, e.g. with the white beam Laue diffraction technique in focussing or nonfocussing mode. Absorption contrast images of the crystal boule give information about the growth velocity. Diffraction and absorption contrast images are recorded in intervals of 15 minutes exposure time by a CCD-detector and off-line readable image plates. Up to now, the diffraction images allow the 'real-time' visualization of the thermomechanical response of the crystal to variations of growth parameters like argon pressure and temperature changes. Polytype changes like the 6H to 15R transition can be observed in situ in the diffraction patterns. The observation of the characteristic tungsten emission lines in the diffraction image allows to observe the macroscopic bending of the lattice planes over the crystal wafer and to determine its radius of curvature. In the initial stages of growth the shape of the developing growth front seems to be susceptible to parameter changes like e.g. repeated growth interruptions. During growth interruptions the mechanical stress is relieved. Thus with the aid of diffraction on growing SiC crystals we are able to monitor in situ transient temperature phenomena and their response to changes in the external parameter values which have been chosen for crystal growth.
An inductively heated PVT growth furnace was built for the growth of SiC crystals by the modified Lely method. Crystals of 2 inch diameter can be grown.The furnace is designed for in situ diffraction experiments and absorption contrast imaging with high-energy x-rays (50keV and higher) during crystal growth. With this furnace placed in the beam of a laboratory high-energy x-ray tungsten anode, the growth process can be monitored by x-ray diffraction, e.g. with the white beam Laue diffraction technique in focussing or nonfocussing mode. Absorption contrast images of the crystal boule give information about the growth velocity. Diffraction and absorption contrast images are recorded in intervals of 15 minutes exposure time by a CCD-detector and off-line readable image plates. Up to now, the diffraction images allow the 'real-time' visualization of the thermomechanical response of the crystal to variations of growth parameters like argon pressure and temperature changes. Polytype changes like the 6H to 15R transition can be observed in situ in the diffraction patterns. The observation of the characteristic tungsten emission lines in the diffraction image allows to observe the macroscopic bending of the lattice planes over the crystal wafer and to determine its radius of curvature. In the initial stages of growth the shape of the developing growth front seems to be susceptible to parameter changes like e.g. repeated growth interruptions. During growth interruptions the mechanical stress is relieved. Thus with the aid of diffraction on growing SiC crystals we are able to monitor in situ transient temperature phenomena and their response to changes in the external parameter values which have been chosen for crystal growth.
Keywords: silicon carbide, crystal growth and perfection, high-energy x-ray diffraction A technique for obtaining residual stress in poly-crystalline materials was proposed at AsCA' 07 (P05-019). The technique provides the residual stress based on Reuss model through an examination of overlapping reciprocal lattice points which meet Bragg condition with the Laue symmetries. This paper shows the residual stress in TiN with <110> fiber texture or other fiber textures in cubic having the Laue symmetry m-3m and analyzes the strain from the peak splits and peak broadening in the XRD profiles with the technique. Thus the equivalent reflections of the crystallites form a ring around the fiber axis in reciprocal lattice space(RLS). In the case of TiN with <110> axis, the reflections are divided into two groups by the orientation of their crystallites. The crystallites are deformed differently due to the elastic constants determined by their orientations. Type II in Fig. 1 shows the peaks of the two groups shift in opposite directions away from the unstrained peak. Thus the ring is divided into two rings as shown in Fig.2 . With the above consideration of RLS, the described technique suggests its application to characterizing the strain of general poly-crystalline materials.
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